Success Story
ASI Replaces Leaking Systems
with Sage MAS 90 for
Sealoflex Waterproofing Systems
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much more maintenance than the growing

The Problem
Sealoflex was using outdated
software tools to manage
their processes. These tools
weren’t integrated or easy to
use, and inventory was
managed manually in
spreadsheets. Reporting
was cumbersome and
inefficient.

The Solution
ASI was selected to replace
the company's antiquated
Peachtree Accounting system
and implement Sage MAS
90.

The Results
With ASI and Sage MAS 90,
Sealoflex was able to
consolidate multiple
companies and manual
processes into a single,
comprehensive solution
which provided lot
management, bill of
materials and inventory
management as well as
savings in time, form
elimination and outsourced
services.

company wanted.

Sealing the deal
Sealoflex began their search and narrowed it
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down to several companies, one of which

Sealoflex had used Peachtree Accounting for

was Accounting Systems, Inc. (ASI).
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we had to double-enter all inventory data,”
said Donna Sarsfield, Accounting Manager at

ASI was selected and began implementing

Sealoflex. “Inventory wasn’t integrated with

the Sage MAS 90 solution that would address
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order management and reporting.

“The

project went just as expected,” said Donna.
Reporting was also challenging and time

“ASI was on-site for the go live date, and

consuming for Sealoflex.

everything went so smoothly we were up

Managing data in
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and running the next day.”
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“We were really surprised by the improvement.
The information we get out of the system is
much more powerful than expected, and the ASI
team has been with us every step of the way,
from go-live to ongoing support.”
Donna Sarsfield, Accounting Manager - Sealoflex

more efficient and required less resources

A Water-tight Finish
Robust Service.
Deep Relationships.

Results were tangible and almost immediate.

than ever before. “We were really surprised

The new system was set up with two divisions

by all of the improvements,” said Donna.

Whether your business
needs accounting, ERP or
CRM software, e-Business
solutions or custom
developed applications,
we have the proven
software solutions and
service your business
needs to grow and thrive.

so the manufacturing side now shared data

“The information we get out of the system is

with the distribution side of the business.

much more powerful than we expected.

Having both companies on one system saves

now have the ability to answer a question

the entire staff time and ultimately money.

quickly, with more details.

Consolidating the information also means that

find

Sealoflex is able to manage inventory, bill of

management.”

from within the central accounting system

The relationship between Sealoflex and ASI

Located in Columbia,
South Carolina,
Accounting Systems, Inc.
was started in 1986 to
assist companies in
selecting a scalable
accounting software
package that not only met
the current needs of their
business, but one that
would adapt to constant
change and future growth.

without doubling data entry.
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counts are now accurate and Sealoflex has
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Sealoflex to replace their pre-printed dot-

Sometimes when they are in town, they’ll

matrix forms with custom designed Crystal

stop by just to see how things are going.

Reports forms.

have complete confidence in ASI.”

Users can now print to any

Through quality
relationships we've
established over the
years, one thing became
evident - our clients
began to rely on us not
only for accounting
software, but to assist
them in deciding what
technology solutions they
needed to become more
productive.

tray on any printer which has eliminated the

Today, ASI provides
products and services
designed to streamline a
company's complete
infrastructure. Serving
clients across the nation
while providing a
personal, local touch is
what we do best. Come
experience the ASI
difference.
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